
The Best Winter Makeup Tips for Beautiful Skin 
 

Winter can be tough on your skin and if you don’t follow certain skincare or makeup tips, it 

can damage or dry out your complexion. Here are some expert tips to keep in mind to help 

you tackle winter with ease. 

Winter season brings a cool and lovely atmosphere and while it can be good, there are 

certain things you need to keep in mind when it comes to your skincare and makeup routine 

so that your skin doesn’t get dry and dehydrated. Flaky, dry, and cracked skin is an issue that 

most people often face luckily there are a couple of makeup hacks to keep in mind to help 

you get the glow and radiance that you desire.  

• Never skimp on moisturizer 

This is also a skincare tip but when it comes to adding the best long lasting foundation you 

need to always make sure that you prep your skin properly and apply a good moisturizer. 

This will not only keep your skin hydrated and glowy but offer you a seamless base to put 

your foundation on. Always make sure that your moisturizer is dry and set before you add 

your foundation. 

• Understand when to moisturize 

Before using the best face foundation always make sure that you moisturize your face when 

your skin is still damp after a warm shower. This will offer your skin the boost of hydration 

and vitamin E it needs before it dries. This can also go a long way in keeping your makeup 

looking flawless all day. 

• Avoid powdery makeup 

While powder can be used along with the best foundation in summer to soak up oils and 

shine, in winter it can make your skin look dull. Instead, opt for a CC cream that is one shade 

warmer than your skin tone and offers you a good SPF along with a subtle pigment to keep 

you glowing.  

• Switch up your primer 

Instead of using the traditional matte primer, opt for a luminous one. The shimmer in the 

primer along with the best waterproof foundation will offer your skin an amazing glow from 

within along with added hydration. 

https://viseartofficial.in/collections/foundation


• Stick to liquid and cream foundation 

If your skin is dry and flaky avoid picking powder foundations that will highlight the dryness 

of your skin. Instead, opt for liquid foundation. You will that liquid foundation price is 

affordable. Always look for a foundation with a creamy base that will easily glide over your 

skin. Opt for foundations that are made for dry skin and have a creamy formula that is long-

lasting and offers you a hydrating and seamless glow.  

• Never stop moisturizing  

If you tend to notice your skin gets dry during the day inspite of investing in hydrating 

products, then simply keep a facial mist close by to spray on a dose of hydration when 

required. This will offer your face added hydration and extra moisture.  

In Conclusion 

Along with your foundation price always invest in high-end products that are hydrating, 

have nourishing ingredients, and can help moisturize your skin. Liquid and creamy 

highlighters blend in seamlessly and become one with your skin rather than simply sitting on 

your face. Along with this look for high-quality brushes that allow you to easily blend your 

products.  

Viseart offers you long-wear, flawless liquid, and creamy foundations that are easy to apply, 

and offer your skin a lovely finish while covering all imperfections for any weather and any 

occasion.  
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